2013 Grant Development Group Training

The MJC Grants & Resource Development Office is holding another round of Grant Development Training this summer. Over a period of eight weeks, (late May through mid-July) each participant will work through the entire process of taking a good idea and turning it into a fundable proposal. This is a great opportunity for administrators and faculty to learn the ropes of grant writing.

This is not a one-shot “how to write a grant” workshop. It is a hands-on training where you will develop a project you are passionate about into a grant proposal that can be submitted for possible funding. Through a series of sessions and outside work you will learn:

- How to identify innovative ideas that support college priorities and your program review
- How to find, develop and write a grant
- How to put together a grant budget

There are literally millions of dollars available in grant funding. Learn what the top priorities are for grantors. Find out how grants can provide technology, supplies staffing, and professional development.

AND IF THAT’S NOT ENOUGH TO PERSUADE YOU . . .

There are also a limited number of stipends available for participants who complete this training.

- Small teams are welcome to apply
- Three hours per week for eight weeks
- Outside work involved --- (just keeping it real here)

Take out that great idea you’ve always thought about and learn how to get it funded. There are open grant opportunities right now that almost every division could benefit from.

To apply: Complete the Summer Grant Development Training Interest Form (attached).

Call me if you have questions.

First meeting tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, May 22th.
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